What’s Hot in Hardware

1. **TOP KNOBS** has introduced the Riverside Series to the Grace Collection of knobs and pulls. Inspired by the contemporary appeal of Riverside Drive in New York City, the series — shown here is the T-knob with a honey-bronze finish — features a redefined take on the standard square bar pull with a contoured comfort grip and matching appliance pulls.

2. The Deco Series of hardware from **NEST STUDIO** draws inspiration from the smooth curves found in Art Deco textiles, wallcoverings and architecture. The streamlined nature of the series, including a large appliance pull and several curved standoff-mounted handles, is reminiscent of new technological innovation in the 1920s and 1930s.

3. Part of **RICHELIEU**’s Exclusive Collection, Autore showcases original shapes, curved forms, pure lines and unusual scales made in various traditional materials, such as metal, stainless steel and leather, as well as conventional materials like resin and ceramic. Finishes range from matte and semi-gloss to matte-metallic stainless steel.

4. **HICKORY HARDWARE** has expanded its gold finish offerings across its most popular collections. These collections include American Diner (shown here), Midway, Skylight, Bar Pulls and Bridges.

5. Inspired by an archival furniture hardware design, Sandrine from **BELWITH-KEELER** is a modern interpretation of rustic hardware that is both glamorous and bold. Originally produced in the 1950s for a major furniture company, Sandrine was chosen by KBIS 2019 attendees to be released from the Belwith-Keeler Living Library as a revival of legacy piece.

6. The Invari Bath Collection by **BRIZO** is drawn from the Latin word for “unchanging” and borrows decorative influences from the Edwardian era and contemporary aesthetics. The full suite is complete with several lavatory faucet configurations, a variety of accessories, as well as tub and shower elements and a drawer knob, shown here. The new Brilliance Polished Gold finish (pictured here) was also debuted as part of the collection.

7. Inspired by the popular mid-century modern style movement, **ASHLEY NORTON** has introduced Claros, gently curved hardware available in door levers and appliance and cabinet hardware. Each piece is cast from the finest art-grade bronze or hot forged from solid brass.

8. The **SCHWINN** Originals Collection includes iconic mid-century pieces created by renowned architects and designers. The collection includes a range of Paul McCobb pulls and knobs for Predictor, Planner, Grand Rapids and Linear Group furniture lines, three unique mid-century furniture pulls by Jens Risom and a series of handcrafted and serially manufactured post-modern furniture pulls and knobs by Michael Graves.

9. To complement the growing popularity of black stainless kitchen appliances, Lewis Dolin, founder of **LEW’S HARDWARE**, has released the Black Stainless-Steel Series of hardware. The series is an offshoot of the best-selling Brushed-Brass Round Bar Series and is made of highly machined 303 stainless steel with a durable, black-nickel finish.

10. From **DESIGNER DOORWARE**, Kamen levers, knobs and pulls merge industrial aesthetics with masculine proportions and sophisticated lines. Kamen features a delicate, detailed diamond knurling pattern and is available in the company’s range of finishes, including satin brass, weathered brass, vapour black (shown here) and polished nickel.

11. **JEFFREY ALEXANDER**’s new Roman Collection pays homage to its namesake by taking inspiration from the Arch of Constantine in Rome. Roman pairs a flowing arch with its strong and structured foot for a noticeably bold yet graceful combination. The same form is recreated in the 1-1/4-in. coordinating knob. The high arch of Roman’s pull discreetly adds the additional height for aging-in-place and ADA projects.